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Course Introduction

The Security Risk Management Consultants Course (SRMC™) has been designed by Leading Authorities in Security, Risk, Crisis and Disaster Management. Experts from various branches of UK Government, private sector and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) have collaborated to design and deliver this unique course.

The SRMC™ is a 12-day intensive course, designed with the security industry in mind, with a focus on understanding its place in a wider Enterprise Risk Management context. The course is now fully residential and runs from the Emergency Planning College (EPC), Easingwold, York. The EPC is the UK’s leading centre for organisational resilience. Students will leave the course with a broad and comprehensive understanding of risk management and its associated practices, significantly enhancing your career prospects.

As an example, former students have gone on to secure senior positions within the Big Four Consultancies, Energy and Extractives, Aviation, Defence, Media companies and leading Risk Management organisations. There are several certification and development options available including: Chartered International Institute of Security & Crisis Management (CIISCM), the Level 5 City & Guilds accreditation, Level 6 Security Risk Management Consultants, 60 credits towards an MBA (following a Risk and Resilience pathway), 60 credits towards MSc in Risk Management or Organisational Resilience plus further endorsed certifications and CPD credits.

“The course gives an in depth understanding of security risk issues and how to tackle them, imparting life-long skills that can be employed in a wide range of situations both inside the forces and in future civilian employment. The quality of the lecturers is excellent, from post-graduate level academics to published authors and top end security professionals. Students quickly improve their verbal presentations, report writing and planning skills through practical exercises under pressure. The SRMC also provides several qualifications recognised in the security sector and helps individuals develop their professional networks.”

- Colonel and former Head of Security, British Army
Course Syllabus

The Course will equip students with the skills required to consult in a broad range of risk management and business operations, Modules include, but are not limited to;

- Risk Management Models and Implementation
- Country Vulnerability and Risk Assessment
- Journey Management and Evacuation Planning
- Crisis and Disaster Management
- Business Communications, Finance and Budget Control
- Information and Cyber Security
- Security Consultancy and Report Writing
- Voluntary Principles of Security and Human Rights (VPSHR)
- Corporate Social Responsibility
- Open Source Intelligence Crime Scene Management and Workplace Investigations
- Corporate Physical Security
- Kidnap, Ransom and Crisis Communications
- Introduction to Professional Consultancy Process
- Geopolitics
- Media Risk Management
- Defining Terrorism
Guest Speakers

We are extremely proud of the level of expertise we are able to call upon to deliver the SRMC™. Below is a snapshot of the leading authorities you will be engaging with during the course:

- **Professor Edward Borodzicz**
  Professor of Risk and Crisis Management

- **Phil Wood MBE**
  Head of School Aviation and Security, Buckinghamshire New University

- **John Brodie Donald**
  Strategic Business Risk Consultant

- **Sharif Gardner**
  Head of Cyber Training and Advisory Services at Axis Capital

- **Tim Marshall**
  Former Diplomatic Editor Sky news and Author of New York Times, No 1 Best Seller ‘Prisoners of Geography’

- **Dai Jenkins MBE**
  Elite Team Performance Advisor Welsh Rugby Union

- **Mark Grant MSc**
  Regional Security Manager EMEA at Netflix

- **Antony Sherlock**
  Travel Safety Programme Manager at Apple

- **Ben Sefton**
  Former Home Office Crime Scene Investigator

- **Dave Tait MBA**
  Head of European Security at a Private Equity Bank

- **Emile Ghessen**
  Award Winning Filmmaker and Journalist

- **Andrew Seaward**
  Physical Security and Threat Investigation at Deloitte
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Emergency Planning College York

Home of the SRMC™, The Emergency Planning College (EPC) is the UK’s leading centre for organisational resilience. The campus offers the perfect combination of location, ambience, modern facilities, and comfortable accommodation.

Set in tranquil countryside, with ample secure car parking and a modern on-site hotel, the EPC provides the best possible learning environments for delegates.

- Modern on-site hotel with 102 double en-suite rooms
- On site library
- Free wifi internet access, including hotel rooms
- Secure, free car parking
- A modern, fully equipped air-conditioned gymnasium
- Croquet and putting greens
- Satellite TV in both the bar and games room
- Snooker, pool and table football
- Light and airy coffee lounge
- Elegant restaurant serving coffee and fine cuisine
- A welcoming bar providing a wide range of reasonably priced drinks
- Mini shop at Reception selling a range of toiletries and confectionery
“I can’t speak highly enough of this course. Hugely demanding & fast paced but extremely rewarding. The quality of speakers and instructors are second to none. I recommend this to anyone wanting to further progress and develop.” - (Ryan, Broker, Dubai)

“I undertook one of the very early SRMC Courses back in 2014 and haven’t looked back since, it has not only provided the structure to my security risk management activities but also the network to successfully progress in the industry, from security consultant, high risk media security advisor to my current role managing Travel Risk for a large corporate.” - (Travel Safety Manager, Apple)
Upon Completion

Following the Course, the subsequent post course assignments, and dependent on the option chosen, students will receive the following qualifications:

- Chartered International Institute of Security and Crisis Management (CiiSCM) Security and Risk Management Consultants Certificate
- Level 5 Professional Recognition Award and Affiliateship to the City and Guilds Institute (Security Risk Management Consultants)
- ATHE Level 6 Award in Security Risk Management Consultancy
- 60 Credits towards an MBA with Risk and Resilience with the University of the West of Scotland
- 60 credits towards an MSc in Risk Management or Organisational Resilience with Buckinghamshire New University
- GCHQ Endorsed Understanding Cyber Security and Insurance Certificate
- ATHE Level 5 Endorsed Certificate in Business Risk and Crisis Management
- 6 CPD Points in Travel Risk Management
- 6 CPD Points in Cyber Security Awareness
- Membership of the Security Risk Management Alumni (SRM Alumni); access to regular industry networking events, risk management information, journals and unique job opportunities

Service leavers can utilise the ELCAS scheme towards the cost of the course. Please get in touch for further details. Learning Provider ID – 10004
“The course was first rate, covering a wide range of topics and attracting industry leaders to lecture and deliver workshops, vastly improving the skills, knowledge and mindset of all attendees. The confidence I have gained over the 12 days has been utterly reassuring, transferring the wide ranging skills and experiences the Royal Marines has given me into the Security and Risk Management sector.”
- (Joe, Serving Royal Marine in resettlement)

“After a lot of research into several courses and speaking to security professionals it was clear that the Frontier Risks SRMC course was the best fit for me. A blended mix of vocational training and experienced lecturers was a perfect environment for classroom learning. It opened my eyes to a whole new world and paths to follow.”
- (Michael, Security Consultant)

“Having left the military and going straight into private security sector abroad it was the perfect transitional course to take on the commercial sector back home. It gave me the ability to Chuck all my experience in a bag with all the new knowledge and skills of the SRMC course, the result being a much more rounded set of tools and the confidence to go with them.”
- (Steve, Security Manager, Iraq)
SRM Alumni Evenings

The Security Risk Management Alumni is a networking association dedicated to graduates of the SRMC™ and open to like-minded individuals from the public and private security, risk and resilience sectors.

Several events are held annually, a selection of previous events and speakers can be seen below;

- **The London Edition**  
  Chris Terrill (Anthropologist, Adventurer, Filmmaker)

- **The Tower of London**  
  Andy Merry (Yeoman Warder and former Royal Marine)

- **Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)**  
  Brian Lord (Former Deputy Director GCHQ)

- **HMS Belfast**  
  The late Lord Paddy Ashdown (Former UKSF, Politician and Diplomat)

- **The Imperial War Museum**  
  Sir Ranulph Fiennes (The World’s Greatest Living Explorer)

- **The Courthouse Hotel**  
  Micky Yule (Former Soldier and Paralympian)

- **The Courthouse Hotel**  
  Lee Spencer 'The Rowing Marine' (Former Royal Marine and World Record Holder)

- **HR4K**  
  Tim Marshall (Journalist, broadcaster and author of New York Times Best Seller ‘Prisoners of Geography’)
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“This course offers the perfect pathway to transferring the practical into the academic in a language and manner that befits its audience. I can’t recommend this course enough, since completing the 2 week classroom phase, I have had two formal interviews and offers of full time employment solely down to attending the Frontier Risk SRMC course.”
- (UKSF operator in resettlement)

“Before doing the course, I did a lot of research into other courses that were available. I decided that Frontier Risks provided a varied course content, the qualifications with the option to progress further onto a Masters level. I booked a place on the SRMC course, and by attending one of their taster days, it just confirmed that I had made the right decision.”
- (Shelagh, Serving Army on resettlement)
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